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Abstract
The ongoing coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has increased the need for
healthcare professionals to perform emergency endotracheal intubation (ETI) in patients
with COVID-19-related respiratory failure outside of the operating room. Difficult
airways and severe airway-related adverse events occur much more frequently in such
settings due to limited time and resources as well as the patient’s reduced physiological
reserve. The gum elastic bougie (GEB) intubation tube is an inexpensive, simple,
and readily transportable aid to intubation, but its effectiveness in emergency airway
management has not been comprehensively evaluated in recent years. Here, we
performed a literature review and have updated the available evidence on the utility
of GEB in emergency airway management. After a systematic MEDLINE search, we
identified 36 relevant reports that compared GEB with alternative airway management
approaches in a variety of real-world and simulated settings. In most studies, GEB
increased the first-pass ETI success rate and decreased the force applied on the tongue
and incisors during laryngoscopy. GEB also increased the speed, safety, and reliability
of emergency cricothyrotomy. Conflicting results were obtained in studies examining
GEB use for ETI during cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and other special circumstances
such as selective lung ventilation, the presence of vomitus, and the use of personal
protective equipment. These results suggest that GEB use could be expanded beyond
difficult airways and rescue after failed ETI attempts, but further studies will be
necessary to determine the utility of GEB under special conditions. Because fatal
airway-related adverse events can in part be attributed to limited accessibility of proper
airwaymanagement equipment, devices such as GEBmay increase successful outcomes,
especially under the overwhelmingly challenging conditions imposed by the COVID-19
pandemic.
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1. Introduction

The ongoing coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, caused
by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2) has dramatically increased the need for healthcare pro-
fessionals to perform emergency endotracheal intubation (ETI)
in patients with respiratory failure outside of the operating
room. Difficult airways and severe airway-related adverse
events occur much more frequently in such settings due to a
variety of factors, including limited time and resources, noisy
and chaotic environments not conducive to successful ETI,
and the reduced physiological reserve of the patients. For
example, the rate of difficult ETIs ranges from 10.0% to 21.0%
in intensive care units (ICUs) [1–5]; from 6.1% to 23.5% in
emergency departments (EDs) [3, 6–10], from 6.0% to 17.7%

in prehospital settings [11–14], and from 0.5% to 8.5% in
planned anesthesia settings [14–19]. Life-threatening ETI-
related complications, such as hypoxia, esophageal intubation,
and aspiration, are more likely to occur outside of the operating
room [20–22]; indeed, the incidence of death and brain damage
is about 60-fold higher when major airway events occur in the
ED or ICU than in the operative room [20–22].

Fatal airway-related adverse events can in part be attributed
to limited access to proper difficult airway management
(DAM) equipment resources [21–25]. There is thus an
increasing need for such resources to be in place in every
ED and ICU, especially in the era of COVID-19. The gum
elastic bougie (GEB) tube is a valuable intubation aid that
is also inexpensive, simple to use, and easy to transport. Sir
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Robert R. Macintosh first described the use of GEB as an
adjunct for difficult ETI in 1949 [26], and it continues to
be useful for emergency airway management 70 years later.
However, the effectiveness of GEB under emergency airway
management conditions outside of the operating room has
not been comprehensively evaluated. In the present review,
we performed a literature search to update and reappraise the
utility of GEB in a variety of emergency airway management
settings.

2. Materials and methods

The literature search strategy was determined a priori by
the survey team, which comprised emergency physicians
(YO, SI and JK), an anesthesiologist (KS), and a librarian
(MJ, see Acknowledgments). In March 2022, we performed
a MEDLINE database search for articles without language
or publication date restrictions using the following search
terms: tube introducer AND emergency airway management,
gum elastic bougie AND emergency airway management,
bougie AND emergency airway management, gum elastic
bougie AND emergency endotracheal intubation, tube
introducer AND emergency endotracheal intubation, and
bougie AND emergency endotracheal intubation. PubMed®
(https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) was used to search the
MEDLINE database. We also performed cross-referencing
of the articles included in this review. A total of 532 articles
were obtained from this screen (Table 1). We then excluded
(1) redundant articles; (2) articles other than original research,
such as case reports, comments, editorials, and reviews; (3)
original articles that lacked a control group or clearly defined
outcome measures; and (4) articles that had been retracted
after publication.

TABLE 1. Emergency airway management and the gum
elastic bougie: MEDLINE search findings.

Number Search terms Hit
number

#1 gum elastic bougie AND
emergency endotracheal intubation

60

#2 tube introducer AND emergency
endotracheal intubation

46

#3 bougie AND emergency
endotracheal intubation

147

#4 tube introducer AND emergency
airway management

48

#5 gum elastic bougie AND
emergency airway management

63

#6 bougie AND emergency airway
management

168

A total of 498 articles were excluded and 2 articles were
added after cross-referencing, resulting in a final selection of
36 reports for inclusion in this review (Fig. 1) [27–62].
The following data were extracted: study design, country,

sample number, setting or simulation model, subject num-
ber, exposure (intervention) group, control group, primary

outcome(s), and main finding(s). The Oxford Centre for
Evidence-Based Medicine Level of Evidence was also scored
for each study [63]. We referred to the Scale for the As-
sessment of Narrative Review Articles (SANRA) [64] and
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-
Analyses (PRISMA) Extension for Scoping Reviews checklist
[65] when conducting this literature review.

3. Results

Supplementary Table 1 provides a summary of these studies
and outcomes. We investigated the role of GEB with respect
to the following nine categories: first-pass ETI success; forces
on oral structures during laryngoscopy; DAM; combination
with videolaryngoscopy; ETI during cardiopulmonary resusci-
tation (CPR); emergency cricothyrotomy; COVID-19 patients;
pediatric patients; and other special circumstances. All of
the articles were written in English. We also reviewed the
availability of GEB outside of the operating room, such as in
ICUs, EDs, and prehospital settings, with a view to the impact
on “safety through redundancy”.

3.1 First-pass endotracheal intubation
success rate with the gum elastic bougie
Emergency ETI-related adverse events include hypoxemia,
esophageal intubation, cardiac arrest, regurgitation, aspiration,
hypotension, dysrhythmia, bradycardia, mainstem bronchus
intubation, dental/lip trauma, and airway trauma [5–10].
These adverse events are most common when multiple
laryngoscopies, especially more than three, are performed
[6, 7]. Airway manipulations such as endotracheal intubation
[66] are aerosol-generating procedures, and multiple attempts
may increase the risk of transmission of acute respiratory
infection such as SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, airway-opening
techniques that are reliable and have the greatest chance of
first-pass success should be used not only to reduce the chance
of ETI-related adverse events but also to protect healthcare
professionals from infection [23, 66].
In two observational studies performed in prehospital set-

tings [27, 28], one RCT in EDs [29] and one observational
study in EDs [30], bougie-assisted endotracheal intubation
(BAETI) was associated with a significantly higher first-pass
emergency ETI success rate than non-BAETI interventions.
In contrast, a recent large multicenter RCT involving 1102
critically ill adults undergoing emergency ETI in seven EDs
and eight ICUs in the US, there was no significant difference
in the first-pass success of intubation by BAETI or endotra-
cheal tube with stylet [31]. Thus, four of these five studies
provided evidence in favor of GEB use on the initial attempt at
emergency ETI.

3.2 Forces on oral structures during
laryngoscopy with the gum elastic bougie
Excess force on upper airway structures during laryngoscopy
can increase the activity of the sympathetic nervous system
and raise plasma catecholamine levels [67], leading to adverse
hemodynamic changes such as hypertension, tachycardia, ar-
rhythmia, and even cardiac arrest [5–10]. Moreover, excess
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FIGURE 1. Flow diagram for literature review.

force on the maxillary incisors increases the risk of dental
injury and upper airway trauma, which is the most common
medico-legal claim against laryngoscopists [68]. Therefore,
ETI should be performed with as little force on oral structures
as necessary to prevent such consequences.
EDs play an important role in teaching airway management

skills to novice physicians. In developed countries, approx-
imately 33%–50% of ETI procedures in EDs are performed
by junior residents [10, 69, 70], highlighting the need for
effective training. Inexperienced laryngoscopists tend to apply
more force to the incisors and tongue than do experienced
laryngoscopists [71]; thus, senior physicians should employ
effective airway adjuncts when supervising ETI performed by
novices.
In one simulation study of medical students with normal

airways, the maximum forces on tongue and incisors were
significantly lower with BAETI compared with endotracheal
tube with stylet during both direct and indirect laryngoscopy
[32], suggesting a role for GEB beyond DAM in facilitating
more gentle ETIs among inexperienced laryngoscopists.

3.3 Difficult airway management and the
gum elastic bougie
The usefulness of the GEB as a rescue device after failed
ETI attempts is well documented in the anesthesiology lit-
erature [11, 72]. However, of the four simulation studies

reviewed that modeled DAM in emergency medicine settings
[33–36], only one reported a superior ETI success rate with
BAETI compared with non-BAETI [35]. Likewise, there
was no significant difference in mean time to successful ETI
with BAETI compared with endotracheal tube and style in
four previous studies with various DAM simulations [33–
35, 37]. In fact, two studies reported that BAETI actually
significantly increased the time to ETI compared with non-
BAETI approaches [33, 34]. In a simulation study examin-
ing ETI through supraglottic airway devices, the fiberscope-
guided technique was significantly more successful than blind
attempts using GEB [38]. Two large observational studies
conducted in the US compared first-pass ETI success rates
using direct laryngoscopy augmented by laryngeal manipula-
tion, ramped patient positioning, and GEB use with unaided
video laryngoscopy [39, 40]. Both studies found a significantly
higher success rate with video laryngoscopy comparedwith the
augmented direct laryngoscopy groups [39, 40]. Collectively,
these results suggest that video laryngoscopy is superior to
GEB as an intubating device.

3.4 Utility of the gum elastic bougie in
combination with videolaryngoscopy

The combined use of GEB and videolaryngoscopy may fur-
ther increase first-pass success. In a single-center RCT that
included 757 adults undergoing emergency ETI in the ED, the
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use of GEB while performing videolaryngoscopy resulted in
a higher overall first-pass success rate compared with vide-
olaryngoscopy performed with a standard endotracheal tube
and stylet [29]. The authors of that study claimed that the
higher success rate when using GEBmight be due to improved
visibility. The smaller diameter of the GEB may render it less
likely than an endotracheal tube and stylet to obscure the glottis
view.
Special attention should be paid to airway management in

patients with unstable cervical spine. In a planned anesthesia
setting, the use of GEB with videolaryngoscope during ETI
significantly reduced movement of the cervical spine com-
pared with the use of videolaryngoscope alone [73]. Therefore,
a combination of GEB and videolaryngoscopy may be useful
in patients needing cervical spine protection, such as those with
multiple injuries.

3.5 Utility of the gum elastic bougie in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation
ETI during CPR plays an important role in protecting health
care professionals from aerosol exposure, which is particularly
pertinent to the current COVID-19 pandemic. Five simulation
studies have examined the success rates of ETI with or without
GEB during manual or mechanical chest compression [41–45].
Four of the five studies were relatively small and examined
ETI success rate as the primary outcome [41–44]; three of
those studies reported significantly higher success rates in the
BAETI group than in the non-BAETI group [41–43]. Three of
the simulation studies [41, 42, 45] also compared the time to
ETI completion between the BAETI and non-BAETI groups
but conflicting results were reported: one study each reported
similar times [41], shorter time in the BAETI group [42], and
longer time in the BAETI group [45].
In the real-world clinical setting, CPR and ETI are fre-

quently performed in a moving ambulance. In a simulation
study, the mean time to ETI completion was significantly
longer in the BAETI group compared with the non-BAETI
group in both moving and stationary ambulances [46].
In contrast to the simulation studies, no significant differ-

ence in first-pass ETI success between BAETI and non-BAETI
groups was detected in a large observational study of 3004
patients undergoing CPR after cardiac arrest in a prehospital
setting [47].
Collectively, these results indicate that the utility of GEB in

ETI during CPR remains controversial and further studies will
be required to settle the issue.

3.6 Emergency cricothyrotomy and the gum
elastic bougie
The incidence of emergency surgical airway after failed ETI
is reported to be 0.005–0.025% [74] in the operating room,
0.72% [75] during emergency trauma surgery, and 0.26%–
0.9% [76–79] outside of the operating room. Ten original
studies have been performed to clarify the relative benefits of
bougie-assisted emergency surgical cricothyrotomy technique
(BACT) and non-BACT in emergency surgical airway. Of
the ten, nine were simulations with animal models and one
was a high-fidelity normal airway simulation model [48–57].

Eight studies examined time to completion of surgical airway
as the primary endpoint [48–55]: the time was found to be
significantly shorter in the BACT group in five studies [48–
50, 52, 53] and in the non-BACT group in the two studies
[54, 55]. In the remaining one study, median time to com-
pletion of surgical airway was similar between two groups
[51]. One of these studies also examined the surgical airway
success rate and found that the BACT group had significantly
higher success and a lower rate of iatrogenic posterior tracheal
wall injury compared with the non-BACT group [56]. In
an anesthetized porcine model [57], BACT was significantly
more successful in achieving rescue oxygenation (maintenance
of arterial oxygen saturation of >90% at 5 min after the
beginning of oxygenation) than the cannula technique using
a 14-gauge needle [57].
Taken together, these results show a clear advantage for

BACT over non-BACT techniques in emergency cricothy-
roidotomy with respect to time to completion, success rate,
complication rate, and successful rescue oxygenation. Recent
consensus guidelines for managing the airway in patients with
COVID-19 also recommend BACT as a reliable method of
emergency surgical airway [23, 80].

3.7 Emergency airway in patients with
COVID-19 and the gum elastic bougie
The incidence of difficult airway may be increased in COVID-
19 patients due to physiological issues. For example, COVID-
19 patients are often critically ill and are at risk of respiratory
and circulatory collapse during emergency ETI [80]. Thus,
COVID-19 patients are often considered to be at risk of a phys-
iologically difficult airway [80]. Recent consensus guidelines
for managing the airway in patients with COVID-19 refer to
the usefulness of GEB [23, 80] based on cumulative evidence
in the operating room.
Personal protective equipment (PPE), which comprises sur-

gical face masks, N95 face masks, eye protection, dispos-
able medical gowns, and gloves, have become mandatory
for health care professionals during the COVID-19 pandemic
[23]. Wearing PPE adds both physiological and psychological
burdens on the healthcare professional and may compromise
DAM. Hendler et al. [81] and Castle et al. [82] reported
that wearing PPE nearly doubled the time to perform ETI and
hampered the laryngoscopic view.
One study evaluated the impact of PPE on emergency ETI

parameters, which is of particular interest in the context of the
current COVID-19 pandemic. This high-performance simu-
lation study demonstrated that ETI took significantly longer
and had a lower success rate in the BAETI group than the
non-BAETI group when the practitioners were wearing PPE
[58]. Further studies will be required to clarify the usefulness
of GEB in airway management in patients with COVID-19.

3.8 Pediatric emergency airway
management and the gum elastic bougie
In a simulated difficult airway model in infants, BAETI was
associated with a higher success rate and shorter ETI time
compared with non-BAETI [59]. Similar results were obtained
in an infant Pierre Robin mannequin that mimicked congenital
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difficult airway [60]. Likewise, in an infant mannequin receiv-
ing chest compression, the use of GEB was associated with a
higher success rate and shorter ETI time [42]. Collectively,
these results suggest that GEB may also be useful in pediatric
emergency airway management.

3.9 Other special circumstances and gum
elastic bougie use
Healthcare professionals in EDs sometimes encounter patients
who need differential lung ventilation, such as those with
severe pulmonary contusion. In one simulation study, the
time to successful selective lung ventilation was significantly
longer for the BAETI group compared with the non-BAETI
group [61]. A study of ETI in simulated normal and vomitus
settings showed that the time to ETI success with both direct
and indirect laryngoscopy was significantly shortened by GEB
use in the vomitus setting but significantly lengthened by GEB
use in the normal setting [62].
In summary, the usefulness of GEB when performing emer-

gency ETI under special circumstances such as selective lung
ventilation, and vomitus remains unclear and must await fur-
ther studies.

3.10 Availability of the gum elastic bougie
outside of the operating room
Multiple backup options or “safety through redundancy” are
routinely required in high-stakes situations where failure or
accidents can result in fatalities [83]. In engineering, such
redundancy is achieved by duplication of critical system com-
ponents or functions, usually in the form of a backup or fail-
safe mechanism such as multiple engines on aircraft and multi-
threaded processing in computing. Safety through redundancy
requires rigorous testing under normal conditions [83] and
obviously cannot wait to be tested only when major inci-
dents occur. Emergency airway management is another setting
where safety redundancy is essential [84], and DAM devices
should be used during normal airway management practice,
not reserved for use only in patients with difficult airway. In
this regard, GEB use should not be limited to aid ETI when
laryngoscopic views are poor or after intubation attempts fail.
This suggestion is supported by studies by Ångerman et al.
[28] andDriver et al. [29, 30], which demonstrated the benefits
of routine GEB use on the success of first-pass intubation in
prehospital and ED settings.
The crucial nature of emergency airway management means

that physicians should employ laryngoscopy and intubation
techniques that maximize the chance of first-pass ETI success
[84]. Previous studies found that GEB is available in 21.0%–
64.2% of prehospital settings [85–88], 36%–100%of EDs [89–
94], and 50.0%–60.7% of ICUs [95–97] in various countries
(Fig. 2).
These results suggest that safety redundancy outside of the

operating room is, in general, insufficient. Several studies by
professional anesthesiology societies [22, 24, 25] have strongly
recommended that DAM resources available outside of the
operating room should be consistent with those specified for
hospital operating rooms. The professional anesthesiology
society guidelines [98–100] and recent consensus guidelines

for managing the airway in patients with COVID-19 [23,
81] both cite the usefulness of GEB. Because fatal airway-
related adverse events can in part be attributed to the limited
accessibility of proper DAM equipment resources [21, 22, 24,
25], it is important that every ED and ICU has appropriate
DAM resources, including GEB.

3.11 Limitations and strengths
One major limitation of this literature review was that we
searched for published articles in a single database (MED-
LINE) using a single search engine (PubMed®). Some peer-
reviewed articles may therefore have been overlooked. How-
ever, we believe that our search strategy was appropriate and
clinically relevant because most biomedical researchers use
MEDLINE as the first and most reliable source of medical
information. It is also unlikely that the results would have
substantially differed if other databases (e.g., Embase® and
Google Scholar®) had been included. For example, Berry et
al. [101] found that their MEDLINE search for articles in-
cluded in systematic reviews of medical imaging successfully
identified 94% of the target references. Despite these limita-
tions, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first literature
review to evaluate the effectiveness of GEB under emergency
airway management conditions outside of the operating room.

4. Conclusions

TheCOVID-19 pandemic has increased the need for healthcare
professionals to perform emergency ETI outside of the operat-
ing room. Difficult airways and severe airway-related adverse
events occur much more commonly in such settings. The
studies reviewed here suggest that, compared with alternative
intubation techniques, GEB may increase the first-pass ETI
success rate, decrease the force applied to oral structures during
laryngoscopy, and aid in gentler ETI, and facilitate safer,
faster, and more definitive cricothyrotomy. Moreover, combi-
nation GEB and video laryngoscopy may act additively to in-
crease first-pass intubation success and decrease cervical spine
movement during laryngoscopy. In high-stake potentially
life-saving settings such as emergency airway management, a
“safety through redundancy” approach with multiple backup
systems is required. Immediate access to and proper imple-
mentation of DAM devices, including the GEB, is essential
for the patient’s safety. As evident from this review, GEB
represents an old but still helpful friend in overcoming the vast
challenges associated with emergency airway management.

ABBREVIATIONS

BACT, bougie-assisted emergency surgical cricothyrotomy
technique; BAETI, bougie-assisted endotracheal intubation;
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management; ETI, endotracheal intubation; GEB, gum
elastic bougie; ICU, intensive care units; LOE, level
of evidence; PPE, personal protective equipment; RCT,
randomized controlled trial; SARS-CoV, severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus.
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of the availability of gum elastic bougie in (A) prehospital settings, (B) emergency departments,
and (C) intensive care units in various countries.
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